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LOCA Experiments by FRETA-B Code
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Fuel behaviors in the PBP in-pile LOCA simulation experiments

LOC-11C and LOC-3 were analyzed by the FRETA-B code. One fuel rod from

each experiment was selected and, using the measured coolant conditions

as input data, fuel temperatures, internal gas pressure and cladding

deformation were calculated and compared with experimental data.

In both experiments, the calculated cladding temperatures were

fundamentally in agreement with the experimental data. Small cladding

deformation in L0C-11C and large deformation and rupture in LOC-3 were

consistently calculated by the code. In the LOC-3 analysis, the

calculated period of rupture was considerably later than actually

observed. From discussions about it, a possibily was suggested that

the deformation of the unirradiated rod in LOC-3 was enhanced by a hot-

spot effect caused by some hydraulic effect.
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PBF LOCA実験における燃料挙動の

FRETA -Bコードによる解析

日本原子力研究所東海研究所安全工学部

内田正明

( 1982年11月17日受理)

PBF炉における LOCA模擬実験 LOCー11CとLOC-3の燃料挙動データを FRETA-Bコ

ードで解析した。各実験から l本ずつ燃料棒について 実視IJ冷却材条件を入力として燃料温度，

内圧，被覆管変形を計算し，実測値と比較した。

両実験共，被覆菅の温J主については実測値と基本的l乙一致する結果を得た。また LOC-11 C 

における小さい被覆管変形および:'LOC-3での大変形と破裂についても実験と合致する計算結果を

得た。 LOC-3の解析では破裂時刻が実測よりかなり遅く計算されたが，乙れに閲する検討を

通じて. LOC -3の非照射燃料棒の変形が水力的要因によるホット・スポット効果により加速

された可能性を指摘した。
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Extensive swelling of zircaloy fuel cladding tubes under a

hypothetical loss of coolant accident (LOCA), known as ballooning,

has been a major issue in the light water reactor safety. Many

experimental researches have been made on the kinetics and the

consequences of the cladding deformation. Most of them, however, were

out-pile studies. The usefulness of existing out-pile simulation test

data is limited, not only by the use of electric heaters instead of

fuel pellets, but also by general lack of information about thermal

boundary conditions. The lack1of such data makes problem particularly

when we try to analyze the ballooning process taking the thermal

interaction into account.

A series of in-pile LOCA simulation experiment in the PBF

reactor of INEL US, LOC-11, LOC-3 and LOC-5, is one of very few in-pile

studies. These experiments are unique even among in-pile studies in

that heavy instrumentation was provided for measuring the coolant

conditions, and that they have simulated the hypothetical LOCA scenario

carefully, starting from high-power normal operation through blowdown

and cladding heatup. For this reason, the PBF experiments were taken

up for application of the code FRETA-B.

FRETA-B is a transient fuel behavior analysis code developped in

JAERI and specialized in LOCA analysis. The code was recently expanded

for treating two-dimensional phenomena under a multi-rod geometry.

Though the PBF experiments are essentially single-rod experiments (four

fuel rods of an assembly are contained in separate flow shrouds), some

two-dimensional effects are included in the ballooning process of each

- 1 -
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1.工NTRODUCT工ON
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two-dimensiona1 effects are inc1uded in the ba1100ning process of each 
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rod, and the rich information about the boundary conditions compensates

the lack of multi-rod effect.

The purpose of the post-test analysis of the PBF experiments by

the FRETA-B is,

1) to verify the calculation capability of the code by comparing

the calculated values with the corresponding experimental data,

2) to contribute to the understanding of the observed fuel behaviors.

Experimental data are available from totally twelve fuel rods used in

L0C-11C, LOC-3 and LOC-5 experiments (LOC-11 experiment consisted of

phases A, B and C, but A and B are minor blowdown runs and are neglected

for the present purpose). But from the viewpoint of data quality and

analytical interest, choice is in fact much less. Among the three,

LOC-11C seems to have the best quality of in-core instrumentation

data, but the amount of ballooning was small even in pressurized rods.

Deformations of the pressurized rods in LOC-3 and 5 were large and all

rods ruptured. But the reliability of the hydraulic data in LOC-5

seems to be rather poor. Among the four rods of LOC-3, rod 3 (no pre-

irradiation) has the most detailed information on the hydraulic conditions.

Therefore, one pressurized rod (rod 3) of LOC-llC and rod 3 of LOC-3

were taken up for the post-test analysis by the code.

The basic procedure of the analysis is to use the reported data

on fuel specification, power and hydraulic conditions as input and to

calculate fuel temperatures, inner gas pressure and deformations of the

fuel rod. Not being helped by hydraulic codes, local hydraulic conditions

were interpolated from limited measured data under simplifying assumptions.

- 2 -
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rod， and the rich information about the boundary conditions compensates 

the 1ack of mu1ti-rod effect. 

Tne purpose of the post-test ana1ysis of the PBF experiments by 

the FRETA-B is， 

1) to verify the ca1cu1ation capability of the code by comparing 
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LOC-11C seems to have the best qua1ity of in-core instrumentation 

data， but the amount of ba1100ning was sma11 even in pressurized rods. 

Deformations of the pressurized rods in LOC-3 and 5 were 1arge and a11 

rods ruptured. But the re1iabi1ity of the hydrau1ic data in LOC-5 

seems to be rather poor. Among the four rods of LOC-3， rod 3 (no pre-

irradiation) has the most detai1ed information on the hydrau1ic conditions. 

Therefore， one pressurized rod (rod 3) of LOC-11C and rod 3 of LOC-3 

were taken up for the post-test ana1ysis by the code. 

The basic procedure of the ana1ysis is to use the reported data 

on fue1 specification， power and hydrau1ic conditions as input and to 

ca1cu1ate fue1 temperatures， inner gas pressure and deformations of the 

fue1 rod. Not being he1ped by hydrau1ic codes， 1oca1 hydrau1ic conditions 

were interpo1ated from 1imited measured data under simp1ifying assumptions. 

n
，u
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Since the observed levels of peak cladding temperature and strain

were fairly different between L0C-11C and LOO3, output variables were

compared with experimental data with different emphases: important

output variables were cladding temperature and kinetics of deformation

in LOC-11C, whereas in LOC-3 it was the permanent cladding strains

after rupture, though all these were calculated simulataneously.

These calculations are not a so-called 'independent verification'

of a code which means a verification by third party on unadjusted

objective data. Difficulty of defining the boundary conditions in LOCA

simulation experiments makes it almost impossible to predict the

observed fuel behaviors only using the reported data as input. Some

degree of adjustment of the reported data is unavoidable for preparing

input data within the limits of their uncertainty. Details will be

described in the next section.

Such adjustment is justified in the present case for the followings:

1) two independent experiments, fairly different in observed

behavior, are analyzed by basically the same procedure,

2) comparison of calculated values with experimental data is made

not only on single parameter but on multiple variables at multiple

locations throughout the transient test, so that it is not

easy to arbitrarily tune a calculation to experimental data.

FRETA-B is still on the process of improvement. The present analysis

is not intended for making a final stage of verification; the code

must also be verified against other in-pile and out-pile experiments.

- 3 -
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-3-
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2. OUTLINE OF THE CODE

Treatment of multi-rod effects by FRETA-B requires the use of

transversely two-dimensional models for at least some phenomena

involved. For this purpose each rod is divided into four rectangular

sectors in a tranverse section of bundle. Interaction between

different rods or different sectors in a rod is considered only

when it is really necessary; otherwise each sector is treated

independently and one-dimensionally in the radial direction. The

number of axial and radial nodes is restricted to compensate for the

large increase of transverse nodes. The phenomena for which fully, or

quasi two-dimensional modeling has been made are internal heat

conduction in each rod, ballooning of cladding tubes, rod-rod radiant

heat transfer and rod-rod contact in a bundle.

Details of the FRETA-B models are described in a separate paper

Here only a brief description is made on those modifications that were

added after the paper was published and are relevant to the present

analysis.

(1) Internal Heat Conduction

The equation of heat conduction was solved by the finite

difference method in the old version. Now the method of weighted

residuals (MWR) with point collocation is used for radial heat flow

in a fuel pellet and is coupled with the finite difference formulation

of the equation in the cladding.

In the old version, an expediential model was used for treating

the heat flow across a rod. Now it was replaced by a fully two-dimensional

model though the number of circumferential nodes is only four.
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(2) Rod-Rod Contact

The ballooning model of FRETA-B is essentially a modification

of the axisymmetric thin-shell model. For treating azimuthally non-

uniform deformation, the local radius of curvature of the cladding

midplane is calculated at every circumferential node (for ballooning

calculation normally twenty nodes per circumference are used instead

of four nodes in other models) a~d used in place of uniform radius

in the normal thin-shell formulation. Hence, within a time step,

local strain increment of the cladding is calculated independently at

each node, but in fact deformations at adjacent nodes influence each

other in the next time step through the change in curvature.

Contact of adjacent fuel rods is detected by monitoring the

interference of the cladding midplane loci. When contact state is

discovered at a node, the coordinate of the node is fixed at the

moment and the local stress is zeroset.

(3) Cladding Rupture Criterion

In the old version, MATPRO-09 rupture criterion (CSRUPT) ',

which is based on circumferential-average rupture strain, was tentative-

ly used as local rupture criterion. In the present version, rupture is

determined by comparing the local hoop strain at every node with the

following rupture strain:

E(true) =1.0 ( T < 850°C )

= 0.3 + 0.014 (900 - T) (850<_T < 900)

=0.3 (900< T < 950)

= 1.0 + 0.014 (T-1000) (950< T < 1000)

=1.0 (1000 <T )
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The above criterion was obtained by tracing the upper bound of

circumferential-average rupture strains observed in those out-pile

ballooning experiments that have used direct Joule heating and had

very low temperature ramp rate,hence very small irregularity in

temperature.

(4) Shroud Model

Shroud means here any structural component with planar or tubular

geometry installed vertically in the core. The old version had a

simplified shroud model which treats radiant heat transfer between

fuel rods and shrouds, but in this model shroud temperature was simply

set equal to the coolant temperature. In the updated version, several

options are provided for convective part of thermal interaction with

the coolant:

- thermal equilibrium with the c jolant,

- no convective heat transfer with the coolant,

simple heat conduction and heat transfer models for heat

flow across a shroud to the external coolant.

The last option was provided for treating simulation experiments

in in-pile loops. But in the present application of the code to the

PBF experiments, the measured shroud temperature history was input to

the code through a tentative routine.

- 6 -
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3. PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA

(1) Geometry of the Experiment

The PBF LOC series experiments have a unique geometry: each

of four fuel rods is contained in a separate flow shroud which was

deformed inward from a cylindrical shape to simulate four fuel rods

surrounding the rod in problem. This geometry was simulated by a

combination of FRETA-B unit-cell models as shown in Fig. 1.

To consider two-dimensional effects due to stochastic factors

under this nominally axisymmetric geometry, directional relocation

of pellet fragments was assumed: as shown in Fig. 1, one sector was

assumed to have relocated (in soft contact with the cladding) fragments

in 40 % of the (90°) circumference and unrelocated ones in the remaining

60 %, whereas in the other three sectors all fragments were assumed

unrelocated. It corresponds to assuming 10 % average relocation along

the whole circumference, which is the standard FRETA-B model in analyz-

ing axisymmetric problems.

(2) Fuel Specifications

For fuel design parameters, reported values ' were mostly

used as input data. Since the analyzed rods (rod 3 of LOC-11C and rod 3

of LOC-3) were both fresh rods, no consideration was necessary for

irradiation-induced state changes. Main fuel rod design parameters

are listed in Table 1. The only parameter that had some ambiguity

was plenum or void volume; according to the reports, the total

void volume in a rod seemed to include some unknown part other than

such general void volumes as fuel-clad gap, plenum, dish and so on.

3ut this contribution, probably a connection to the pressure gauge, was

neglected in the analysis. Likewise, contribution from the pellet centerhole
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was neglected because no information was available on the size of the

thermocouple which occupys most part of the center hole volume.

(3) Power History and Distribution

1) Axial Power Distribution

Somewhat different axial power profiles are reported for LOC-11C

and LOC-3 experiments. For LOC-11C, the profile reported as typical

in the PBF core was adopted. For LOC-3, the profile reported as

the input data to FRAP-T calculation was used, but the profile

was fixed to the state at the start of trandient. The power profiles

and axial nodalizations used in the FRETA-B calculations are shown

in Fig. 2.

2) Radial Power Distribution

Rod-to-rod power variations were not considered in the calculations,

i.e. the rod-average power density was assumed to be the same as the

assembly-average values. Radial power distribution in fuel was

calculated by THERMOS code assuming that sufficiently thick water

annulus exists outside the flow shroud to slow down neutrons. The

radial power distributions thus obtained are shown in Fig. 3.

3) Initial Average Power Level

The average linear heat rating (LHR) during the initial steady

operation period was reported to be 488 W/cm in LOC-11C. This value

was used as input. But for LOC-3 experiment, a modification was

necessary from the reported value.

Figure 4 is intended for studying the reliability of power data

in terms of fuel center temperature data during normal operation period.
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For LOC-11C experiment, measured data of fuel center temperature

during pre-blowdown power ramp period were available and they are

plotted in the Figure together with the calculation result by FRETA-B.

A similar comparison between experimental data and calculation is

also made in Fig. 4 using a fuel rod data from Haider, reactor.

From the LOC-3 experiment only one data point, corresponding to

the peak power before blowdown, was available for such comparison.

This point, indicated by double circle, is seen to be deviated from

the calculated fuel temperature vs power curve. Important point is

that the code calculation which was successful in LOC-11C experiment

has shown considerable discrepancy in a similar experiment LOC-3 in

spite of basically the same procedure. It is also admitted in the

experimental report that the power value had to be lowered in

a post-test calculation by FRAP-T code too. In the present analysis,

the initial rod-average LHR of LOC-3 was altered from the nominal value

of 447 W/cm to 401 W/cm according to the fuel temperature data.

4) Power Hiatory

The LOC-11C blowdown was accompanied by simultaneous reactor

shutdown. Decay heat history was calculated by the DCHAIM-2 code

using the reported irradiation history before the transient. A small

contribution from delayed fission for a short period after shutdown

was neglected.

The decay heat history in LOC-3 was similarly calculated, but

in this case the reactor was in operation at low power and even a

slight power increase was made later in the transient. The relative

neutron flux history data from seven self-powered neutron detectors.

- 9 -
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however, have shown considerable discrepancy among them. For

input to the code, the relative neutron power history as measured

by a SPND at 0.325 m elevation (Fig.H 95 in ref. (6)) was arbitrarily

adopted and it was added to the decay power history. The assumed

power histories for the two experiments are shown in Table 2.

(4) Coolant Conditions

The present analysis has taken an approach to prepare input data

(4),(6)
on coolant conditions by interpolating the measured data. Rich

hydraulic instrumentations in the LOC series experiments have made it

possible. The FRETA-B code normally requires data sets of coolant

pressure, mass flux and enthalpy at selected or all axial nodes.

By option, enthalpy can be input only at the inlet and local values

can be calculated from heat balance. When the coolant is single-

phase, the above variables can be readily obtained from the measure-

ments with pressure transducer, turbine flowmeter and thermocouple.

Fortunately, the coolant was superheated steam in most periods of

the PBF LOCA experiments, so that the above approach was practicable.

1) Pressure

Data from many pressure transducers in the loop were not always

consistent. But it was found that the temperature measured on some

in-core structural part was in equilibrium with some pressure data.

So that such temperature data gave a criterion to choose a good

transducer, or pressure value itself especially in the low pressure

range where relative error of transducer data is large.
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2) Enthalpy

Figure 5 shows the coolant temperature histories measured at

three elevations along the fuel rod and also at the inlet and outlet

of the test section in LOC-11C experiment. These temperatures were

readily converted to local enthalpies except during the two-phase

depressurization period which extends to various period before 15 s.

No information was available about quality and void fraction in the

test section from which enthalpy should be calculated. But since the

two-phase period was rather short in the central part of the test

section, hence of minor importance for fuel behavior analysis, this

difficulty was avoided by simply assuming that quality was increasing

linearly with time in this period.

3) Mass Flux

Two turbine flowmeters at the inlet and outlet to the test section

have provided volumetric flow data. These flowmeters were located very

near to the inlet and outlet thermocouples mentioned above. Under

single-phase condition, therefore, these data could be readily converted

to mass flow rates, and then to mass flux using the flow area data.

In the two-phase period, the same difficulty as in deriving local

enthalpy was encountered and avoided in the same way. To minimize the

two-phase period at the flowmeter position, the bottom turbine data

were adopted both in LOC-11C and LOC-3 because the enthalpy was gener-

ally higher there than at the top under predominantly downward flow.

(5) Miscellaneous

Plenum and shroud temperatures were not calculated by the code, but

measured values were input. Emissivity of all solid surfaces were

assumed to be 0.75.
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4. ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) LOC-11C Rod-3 Behavior

The calculated LOC-11C fuel rod behaviors can be compared with the

following experimental data:

- cladding temperature at two elevations, 0.53m and 0.61 m,

- fuel center temperature at an elevation 0.53 m,

- cladding elongation,

- post-test rod diamter profile.

Comparison of the calculated and the measured cladding temperatures

is made in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), which correspond to elevations 0.53 m

and 0.61 m, respectively. In each figure, the calculated temperatures

are shown for two sides, one assumed to be relocated and another unrel-

ocated. At 0.53 m elevation, the calculated temperatures are in good

agreement with the experimental data until 15 s , but afterwards

deviated upwards. At 0.61 m elevation, the code has generally over-

estimated the cladding temperature.

Another point in these comparisons is that the code has underestimated

the height of a peak appearing at 15 s in the measured temperature curves.

Flow reversal occurred at this period and hence flow rate dropped

instantaneously. The underestimation of this peak height implies that

the convective part of surface heat transfer was greater than calculated.

Since the coolant state in this period was single-phase steam flow and

the heat transfer correlation itself is simple and accurate, this dis-

crepancy is most naturally attributed to the uncertainty of mass flux

obtained originally from turbine flowmeter data. Though a turbine flow-

meter can measure volumetric flow rate regarless of the density of fluid,

a question still remains whether it holds for such large difference of

density as between condensed water and superheated steam.
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A comparison of calculated fuel center temperature with that

measured at elevation 0.53 m is made in Fig. 7. The calculated initial

drop of temperature was somewhat faster than measured. In the

experimental data side, the delay of thermocouple response will be

partly responsible. In the calculation side, the neglect of delayed

fission in the input power history will be partly responsible, but the

model itself may also be a cause of this discrepancy: the heat conduc-

tion model of the FRETA-B code assumes that 'gap heat resistance1 exists

only between fuel surface and cladding inner surface, but in fact

gaps may be distributed in a fuel pellet and may resist to the drop of

center temperature after shutdown.

Figure 8 compares the calculated and the measured cladding axial

elongations. Since the amount of ballooning was very small in this rod,

cladding elongation is considered to be determined almost by thermal

expansion alone. The elongation data are therefore interpreted to

show the integral cladding temperature along the rod. The large

initial shrinkage appearing-in the measured curve is considered to be

a problem of measuring technique: such shrinkage was not observed in

similar measurement in LOC-3. Except it, the calculation and the

measurement are in general agreement. The tendency of decreasing

temperature from 15 s to 30 s observed in the thermocouple data. Fig. 6(a)

and 6(t>), was not observed in this "integral cladding temperature1

history.

For fuel rod inner pressure, no experimental data were available.

The calculated pressure history is plotted in Fig. 9 together with

the measured coolant pressure history. According to this figure, the

internal pressure exceeded the outer one after 7.5 s.

With these pressure histories and the cladding temperature history,

Fig. 10 shows that cladding straining started from 15 s in the transient.
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A comparison of ca1cu1ated fae1 center temperature with that 
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a prob1em of measuring technique: such shrinkage was not observed in 

simi1ar measurement in LOC-3. Except it， the ca1cu1ation and the 

measurement are in genera1 agreement. The tendancy of decreasing 

temperature from 15 5 to 30 5 observed in the ther.mocoup1e data， Fig. 6(a} 

and 6(b)， was not observed in this 'integra1 c1adding temperature' 

history. 

For fue1 rod inner pressure， no experimenta1 data were avai1ab1e. 

The ca1cu1ated pressure history is p10tted in Fig. 9 together with 

the measured coo1ant pressure history. According to this figure， the 

interna1 pressure exceeded the outer one after 7.5 s. 

with these pre.s~;ure his包oriesand the c1adding temperature history， 

Fig. 10 shows that c1adding straining started from 15 s in the transient. 
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The calculated cladding plastic strains over the rod at time 30 s was

compared with the post-test rod profile in Fig. 11. It shows under-

estimation of strain around the peak deformation point. If only

cladding temperature is responsible for this discrepancy, it corresponds

to a temperature underestimation of about 35 C judging from the

temperature dependency of creep rate in the range near 800 C. Error in

the calculated plenum gas pressure might also be partly responsible, but

pressure hence stress is a less sensitive factor in determining strain rate

than temperature. Figure 11 shows that in the upper half of the rod

where temperature data exist, the calculated strains are in agreement

with or greater than the measured strains, though they are very small.

It is consistent with the result of comparison of temperature calculation

there. Therefore the discrepancy in peak cladding strain will be

attributed a problem of cladding temperature calculation in the lower

half of the rod.
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(2) LOC-3 Rod 3 Behavior

In comparison with LOC-11C experiment, LOC-3 is characterized by

- larger ballooning and rupture,

simpler hydraulic condition (predominantly stagnant steam

throughout the transient),

- larger distance between the position of maximum ballooning

and that of thermocouple installation,

- poorer accuracy of power data.

Hence in the analysis emphasis was placed more on comparing the

calculated mechanical parameters with experimental data after getting

good fit of thermal parameters. Fuel rod instrumentations were similar

to those in LOC-11C rods but in this case fuel rod internal pressure

data were available.

Fuel center temperature history at elevation 0.57m, calculated and

measured, is shown in Fig. 12. As stated in 3(4), the initial power

value was back-fit from this fuel center temperature data, so that

comparison at time zero is meaningless. In the period 5s to 20 s, the

calculation has considerably underestimated the temperature just as in

LOC-11C results. After 30 s, the agreement is good.

Cladding temperature measurement was not made at the same

elevation as that of fuel temperature, but was made at 0.625m and 0.675 m.

Comparisons of the calculated and the measured histories are made in

Fig. 13 to 14 (b). At elevation 0.625 m, Fig, 13, cladding temperature

measurements made in two opposite orientations have shown very similar

results, so that only one experimental curve is shown in the figure.

It is fairly in agreement with the calculated temperature in the side

assumed to be unrelocated.
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On the other hand, the two measurements in the opposite sides

at elevation 0.675 m have produced different results. In Fig. 14(a)

and (b), the ejcperimental and the analytical results are plotted

separately. An interesting feature is that the two experimental

curves have shown similar trends as the two curves calculated in the

two sides where pellet fragments were assumed to be relocated and

unrelocated. Reversal of temperature difference between the two sides

at time 20 s shows a change from the predominance of stored heat to

that of steady decay heat production in determining cladding

temperature. Thus Figs. 14(a) and (b) are taken as a proof for

the directional relocation model.

Fuel rod internal gas pressure histories, both measured and

calculated, are shown in Fig. 15. The measured coolant pressure

history is also added. Rupture of the cladding is known from the

vertical change in the internal pressure. The measured internal

gas pressure history is apparently erroneous: at rupture, the pressure

dropped to a level smaller than the external pressure which is quite

reliable, and after 21 s it even became negative.

If we assume that the magnitude of the measured pressure drop is

correct in spite of error in absolute pressure, then we get a

2

'rupture pressure1 value of 105 kg/cm adding the pressure drop to

the measured coolant pressure. This value is not so far from the

calculated inner pressure at time 10.1 s, but the discrepancy in

rupture time remains unexplained. Another comparison between

calculation and measurement can be made on post-test rod diameter

profile, which is shown in Fig. 16. Since this rod ruptured, the

amount of ballooning refects not the kinetics of straining
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On the other hand， the two measurements in the opposite sides 
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re1iab1e， and after 21 s it even became negative. 

If we assume that the magnitude of the measured pressure drop is 

correct in spite of error in abs01ute pressure， then we get a 

2 ・rupturepressure' value of 105 kgjcm-adding the pressure drop to 

the measured co01ant pressure. This va1ue is not so far from the 

ca1cu1ated inner pressure at time 10.1 s， but the discrepancy in 
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ca1cu1ation and measurement can be made on post-test rod diameter 

profi1e， which is shown in Fig. 16. Since this rod ruptured， the 
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but uniformity of deformation along the circumference. The uniformity

of deformation is determined mostly by the uniformity of temperature.

Rupture time and the uniformity of temperature is in fact closely

interrelated.

Parameters related to ballooning and rupture, both experimental

and calculated values, are summarized in Table 3. The only reliable

informations from the experiment are that rupture occureed at time

10.1 s and that the hoop strain at the rupture location was 20 %.

The 'measured' cladding temperature at rupture is in fact the peak

temperature throughout the transient estimated metallographically.

True cladding temperature at rupture is a key parameter in discussing

these discrepancies in rupture time and rupture strain.

Being a fresh rod, no irradiation effect is conceivable on the

creep rate of the cladding tube itself. Then comparison with out-pile

ballooning tes+ data will be useful for estimating the true rupture

temperature. If such a comparison is made in terms of von Mises'

generalized stress, the fuel rod geometry of LOC-3 rod 3 gives the

relation:

a = 6.855 A P.
eq 10

where equivalent stress a and differential pressure AP. are
eq 10

expressed in the same unit. And if we take up the ORNL test results

for comparison, a similar relationship is

a = 7.013 ( P. -1.0 )
eq l

where 1.0 means atmospheric pressure under which the tests were

performed. Taking the pressure drop in Fig. 15 for AP^ O, corresponding
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but uniformity of deformation a10ng the circumference. The rinifurmity 
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re1ation: 
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(8) 
expressed in the same unit. And if we take up the ORNL test resu1ts 

for comparison， a simi1ar re1ationship is 

σeq=7.013{Pi-l・o) 

where 1.0 means atmospheric pressure under which the tests were 
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rupture pressure in the ORNL experiment is calculated to be 55.7 kg/cm .

According to an empirical rupture temperature vs rupture pressure

relationship in the ORNL experiment, this pressure corresponds to a

rupture temperature of 880 C under a heating rate of 28°C/s.

(9)
Similarly, taking the ANL results , the LOC-3 rod 3 rupture

condition corresponds to about 900 C under a heating rate oi 115 C/s,

about 880°C under 55°C/s,and 830°C under 5°C/s. The last condition

does not apply to the LOC-3 condition in which straining must have

proceeded in a very short time before 10.1 s. Thus the true rupture

temperature is estimated to be around 880 C to 900 C by analogy to

out-pile test data.

Figure 17 shows cladding temperature histories calculated in five

axial segments including one in which rupture occurred. They are all in

the unrelocated side where cladding temperature is higher than the

relocated side in the period around 10 s. The maximum calculated

temperature in this period is about 800°C. It is consistent with the

experimental peak cladding temperature of 837 C in Table 3, which was

estimated from post-test metallography, but both are in contradiction

with the rupture temperature at 10.1 s of 880-900 C estimated above.

To compromise these contradicting informations, we must postulate that

some hot-spot effect was working at around 10.1 s to raise the cladding

o
temperature in the lower half of the rod to 880-900 C or even higher

for a very short period which did not leave enough evidencr in the

metallography.

The smallness of the observed cladding strain after rupture is

in fact related to the earliness of the rupture. At time 10.1 s,

system depressurization was still insufficient and hence such high
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cladding temperature, 880 to 900 C, was required for ballooning and

rupture. It is well known from out-pile experiments that circumfer-

ential average rupture strain at rupture is very small in this temperature

range. If rupture occured at time 26.5 s as calculated, the rupture

temperature must be lower as shown in Table 3 under low external

pressure hence large differential pressure. In the temperature range

around 800 C, average rupture strain is known to be very large. In

addition, if the postulated hot-spot effect worked to enhance the

azimuthal temperature gradient, it will have contributed to lower the

(10)
average strain as is well known from the REBEKA test results

One important finding from the whole LOC-3 and LOC-5 experiments

was that rupture strains of previously irradiated rods were generally

larger than those in unirradlated rods. Though the effects of pre-

irradiation could not be directly analyzed in the present code calculation,

a series of parametric calculations were performed on the effect of

pellet relocation, which is a first conceivable effect of pre-irradiation.

It is generally accepted that pellet fragments are relatively movable

in the cladding while the fuel is fresh and they are gradually fixed

at the relocated positions as burnup proceeds. If we assume that some

fragments which had been relocated in one side of the rod moved to the

opposite side by a shock due to blowdown, the side of the cladding which

suddenly came into contact with the pellet fragments will get excess

heating, hence hot-spot effect. The time of this imaginary change of

relocation state was parametrically changed between 0 s and 10 s from

the start of the blowdown. Figure 18 shows the case in which the change

ocuured at 9 s and produced the greatest effect on the cladding

temperature at 10.1 s. As seen, the cladding temperature difference was

certainly enhanced by this change, but the resultant peak temperature
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was still considerably lower than the previously mentioned level of

880 to 900 C. The calculated rupture time was 20.5 s and rupture

strain was 29 %; these values are nearer to the measured values than

the normal calculation results but are still insufficient.

It means that the change of relocation state, however drastic one

might be postulated, cannot fully explain the observed earliness of the

rupture in rod 3 of LOC-3, hence also the smallness of rupture strain.

Some hydraulically-induced hot-spot effect, or some other unknown effect

is considered to have existed. This conclusion, though tentative, is

generalized to the finding from the whole LOC-3 and LOC-5 experiments:

the smallness of rupture strain in unirradiated rods compared with

preirradiated rods, if true, cannot be explained in terms of difference

in relocation state.
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5. CONCLUSION

Application of the PRETA-B code to rod 3 of LOC-11C experiment

has predicted fuel rod temperatures and strain fundamentally in

agreement with the measurements. But quantitatively, it overestimated

the cladding temperature in the upper half of the rod by 30 to 50 C.

On the other hand, the maximum cladding strain, which was observed in

the lower half of the rod, was underestimated by an amount equivalent

to 35 C underestimation of temperature. Under the absence of experimental

temperature data in the lower half of the rod, the cause of this

discrepancy could not be assessed enough.

Application of the code to rod 3 of LOC-3 experiment, after slight

adjustment of initial power level, has predicted cladding temperature

histories in good agreement with the experimental data. It also

predicted rupture of the cladding as actually observed, but the calculated

time of rupture was in a considerably later period and the resultant

cladding strain was larger than measured. Additional parametric

calculations have demonstrated that these earlier rupture and smaller

strain (when seen from the calculation side) cannot be explained by

possible movement of pellet fragments in the cladding.
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Table 1

JAERI -M 82-189

Fuel rod design parameters relevant
to the analysis

parameter

fuel enrichment (%)

density (g/cm )

pellet diameter (mm)

clad inside diameter (mm)

clad outside diameter (mm)

clad material

fuel stack length (m)

plenum volume (cm )

plenum gas

plenum gas pressure (MPa)

LOC-11
(rod-3)

9.5

10.41

9.30

9.50

10.72

Zry-4

0.9144

3.29

He

2.41

LOC-3
(rod-3)

12.5

10.46

8.5156

8.75

9.93

Zry-4

0.876

2.917

He

4.92

Table 2 Input power histories

time (s)

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

30.0

50.0

fractional power

LOC-llC

0.0537

0.0507

0.0485

0.0467

0.0440

0.0420

0.0404

0.0375

0.0354

0.0327

0.0293

LOC-3

0.1860

0.1002

0.0730

0.0599

0.0480

0.0369

0.0353

0.0324

0.0557

0.0549

0.0515

Table 3

* initial power = 1.0

Paramters related to the ballooning and

rupture of LOC-3 rod 3

parameter

rupture time (s)

rupture temperature (°C)

rupture pressure (kg/cm )

maximum diameter increase (%)

elevation of rupture point (m)

azimuthal temperature difference
at rupture ( C)

measured

10.1

837

88

20

0.244

-

calculated

26. S

833

57

43

0.3

51

* peak temperature throughtout the transient
estimated metallographically.

** unreliable data, see the text.

- 2 3 -
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Tab1e 1 Fue1 rod design parameters re1evant 
to the ana1ysis 

parameter L{OrCod -ll LOC-3 
四 3) (rod-3) 

fue1 enrichment (も} 9.5 12.5 

density (gjcm
3
) .10.41 10.46 

pe11et diameter (mm) 9.30 8.5156 

c1ad inside diameter (mm) 9.50 8.75 

c1ad outside diameter (mm) 10.72 9.93 

c1ad materia1 Zry-4 Zry-4 

fue1 stack 1ength (m) 0.9144 0.876 

p1enum vo1ume Ccm3) 3.29 2.917 

p1enum gas He He 

p1enum gas pressure (MPa) 2.41 4.92 

Tab1e 2 Input power histories 

fractiona1 power 
time (s) 

LOC-llC LOC-3 

1.0 0.0537 0.1860 

2.0 0.0507 0.1002 

3.0 0.0485 0.0730 

4.0 0.0467 0.0599 

6.0 0.0440 0.0480 

8.0 0.0420 0.0369 

10.0 0.0404 0.0353 

15.0 0.0375 0.0324 

20.0 0.0354 0.0557 

30.0 0.0327 0.0549 

50.0 0.0293 

* initia1 power 1.0 

Tab1e 3 ~aramters re1ated to the ba1100ning and 

rupture of LOC-3 rod 3 

parameter measured ca1cu1ated 

rupture time (s) 10.1 26.5 
(oC) * rupture temperature 837 833 

(kg/cm2) ** rupture pressure 88 57 

maximum diameter increase 亀} 20 43 

e1evation of rupture point (m) 0.244 0.3 

azimuthal te{型CPerature difference 
at rupture C-C) ー 51 

* peak temperature throughtout the transient 
estimated meta11ographica11y. 

** unre1iab1e data， see the text. 
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